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Lacroix, R., Kok, R. and Clark, O.G. 1996. Use of a multitasking
operating system as a setting for the simulation of an enclosed
agro-ecosystem under cognitive control. Can. Agric. Eng. 38: 129
137. A multitasking operating system (OS/2) was evaluated as a
setting for the simulation of an enclosed agro-ecosystem under cog
nitive control. This setting was found to be convenient for complex
simulations composed of diverse, interdependent modules. This is
because it allows the concurrent execution of programs written in
different languages, it offers some control over the order and manner
in which these are executed, and data transfer between them is fairly
easy to accomplish. The execution of the simulation modules as
threads was synchronized by a management module through the use
of semaphores. Most of the data exchange between modules was
accomplished using shared memory segments. The simulation was of
an enclosed agro-ecosystem, which in this case consisted of a green
house containing perceptors, effectors, plants, and soil and aerial
environments. The greenhouse was subjected to weather distur
bances and the intemal environment was actively controlled by a
system which included a cognitive component. A multitasking ope
rating system proved to be a good setting in which to run a modular,
multi-level simulation involving an artificially cognitive control sys
tem.

L'utilisation du systeme d'exploitation OS/2 comme plate-forme
pour la simulation d'agroecosystemes c10s soumis au controle cog
nitif a ete evaluee. OS/2 a ete trouve opportun pour effectuer des
simulations complexes, composees de plusieurs modules differents
et independants. La principale raison est qu 'OS/2 foumit des outils
pour executer de fa90n concourante des programmes ecrits avec des
langages differents, tout en permettant de controler I'ordre et la
maniere avec laquelle ils sont executes. Ces outils facilitent cgale
ment Ie transfert de donnees entre les differents programmes.
L'execution des modules de simulation sous forme de processus a ete
synchronisee par un module de gestion a I'aide de semaphores. Les
echanges de donnees entre les modules etaient en majeure partie
accomplis au moyen de segments de memoire partagee. Le systeme
simule ctait un agroecosysteme c10s qui, dans ce cas, comprenait une
serre, des percepteurs, des effecteurs, des plantes, Ie sol et I'environ
nement aerien. La serre etait soumise a des perturbations
meteorologiques et l'environnement inteme etait contrOle par un
systeme incluant une composante cognitive. OS/2 s'est avere une
bonne plate-forme pour etablir une structure de simulation modu
laire, a plusieurs niveaux, et comprenant un systeme de controle
artificiellement cognitif.

INTRODUCTION

Enclosed agricultural production units, such as greenhouses
and phytotrons, are rapidly growing in size, number, and
sophistication while their productivity is being enhanced

with increasingly complex control systems. In all cases, the
control systems include some kind of cognitive component,
most of the cognitive capacity currently being supplied by
humans. Artificial intelligence techniques make it possible,
however, to reduce the need for human involvement. It is
likely that in the near future there will arise a need for
artificially cognitive control components to direct the func
tioning of enclosed agro-ecosystems so as to further increase
their productivity, autonomy, stability, and robustness
(Gauthier 1992; Kok and Lacroix 1993).

The resulting control systems will be complex and will
incorporate many virtual components, such as cognitive
mechanisms, coupled to lower-level physical devices. How
ever, before the implementation of such systems becomes
feasible, much work remains to be done on the development
of the methodology used in their design and on the elabora
tion of design criteria and constraints. Computer simulation
is an effective approach with which to help accomplish these
tasks. It has relatively low resource requirements, costs little
compared to physical development, and allows for rapid
prototyping and testing.

The simulation of complex structures may involve compo
nents that are diverse both in their roles (e.g., external
environment, ecosystem, control system, etc.) and also in the
software with which they are constructed. There are several
ways in which such a simulation might be implemented. A
first possibility is to install each component on a separate
computer. Kozai et a1. (1985) adopted this approach to test
greenhouse control computers by interfacing them with an
other computer simulating a greenhouse climate. Following
this method, one might even install a single control compo
nent in a distributed fashion on a number of specialized
hardware devices. A second possibility consists of installing
all of the components on one computer as one large program,
as has been done in traditional simulations. A third approach
is to maintain the components as separate programs, but to
install them all on one computer under a multitasking operat
ing system such as UNIX or OS/2. Modularity is thus
preserved, simplifying the development of individual com
ponents and allowing for the substitution and testing of
different versions of the programs. This approach also per
mits the use of different programming languages, and even
complete software packages, within the simulation. Installa
tion of the entire set of components on a single physical
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machine also has the major advantage that it is simple to
establish high-speed communication channels between them.
As well, less equipment is required than for the other ap
proaches, system failures due to hardware problems are less
likely to occur than with a set of cabled computers, and the entire
simulation can easily be controlled from a single console.

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The objective of this project was to evaluate a multitasking
operating system (OS/2) as the setting for a complex, modu
lar, multilevel simulation. Many of the concepts and terms
used below were previously described by Kok and Lacroix
( 1993). In this case, a specific instance of an enclosed agro
ecosystem was modelled, namely, a greenhouse under
extrinsic control. The simulation included representations of
the weather, the greenhouse (including the soil and aerial
environments), the crop, and two extrinsic controllers. One of
the controllers possessed a rudimentary cognitive capacity.

SIMULATION STRUCTURE

The context simulated in this project comprises several as
pects of the external world together with a greenhouse
system, as illustrated in Fig. I (Kok and Lacroix 1993). The
external world affects the greenhouse system via virtual and
physical inputs, which in this case include current and antici
pated weather conditions. The greenhouse system comprises
the extrinsic controllers, including both cognitive and
Pavlovian machines, and the production setting. The produc
tion setting, in tum, includes the crop, the soil and aerial
environments, perceptors (sensors and pattern detectors), and
effectors (final control elements and operators), as well as the
greenhouse itself and its intrinsic control mechanisms.

Among various other activities, the cognitive controller
uses simulation to evaluate various control strategies. Thus,

there are two levels of simulation: "functional" and "subjec
tive" (Fig. 2). The functional level is the primary simulation
of the physical and virtual components. The subjective level
consists of the secondary simulations carried out by the cog
nitive controller as part of its decision-making activities. To
accommodate two levels of simulation in the same structure
and to allow for the inclusion of more complex cognitive
controllers in the future, the execution of the overall simula
tion is organized into two cycles: the "functional simulation
cycle" and the "cognitive control cycle". Five linked modules
are involved in the functional simulation cycle: MANAGER,
WEATHER, GHOUSE, CROP, and PAVLOV. MANAGER
coordinates the other four modules, causing them to be acti
vated sequentially, in an iterative manner. The functional
simulation cycle consists of all activities carried out during
one iteration. The cognitive control cycle is the sum of the
activities performed during an activation sequence of the
cognitive controller and engages a sixth module (COGNITI).

WEATHER determines the current and anticipated mete
orological conditions by interpolating values found in a
look-up database. Two modules, GHOUSE and CROP, to
gether constitute the production setting. GHOUSE performs
energy balances for the covers, the aerial environment, the
crop, and several soil layers. The model which it uses is
largely based on the Gembloux Greenhouse Dynamic Model
(GGDM2) (de Halleux 1989). CROP simulates crop growth and
includes many of the functions defined in the Simple Universal
CROp Simulator (SUCROS87) (Rabbinge et al. 1989).
PAVLOV contains the Pavlovian controller. In this case the
controller attempts to follow a given setpoint plan and makes
reflex decisions to regulate the greenhouse temperature through
the use of effectors. In this instance the effectors are the final
control elements for the heating and ventilation.

COGNITI contains the cognitive component of the control
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Fig. 1. Context of the simulation.
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Fig. 2. Flow of execution and information in the functional simulation and
cognitive conlrol cycles.

SIMULATION EXECUTION

Ulilization of OS/2

OS/2 is a mullitasking operating sys·
tem which groups commands
according to several levels of organi
zation and which can dynamically
allocate resources such as memory.
access to input and output devices.
and CPU time slices. The organiza
tional groups used in OS/2 are called
"threads". "processes". and "sessions"
(""screen groups"). Processes arc the
owners of system resources such <IS

memory <lddress space. files. and de
vice monilors. In this research. the
instructions composing each simula
tion module constitlilc separale
lhreads. each of which is grouped in
dividually as a process. all of which in
turn belong to the same session. It is
therefore possible 10 make the simula
tiOll modules all memory-resident
siJ11uilaneolisly. while keeping sepa·
rate the resources for each. However.
the modules all access the same con
sole (i.e .. mouse. keyboard. and
screen). allowing their evolution 10 be
followed concurrently 011 one screen
in full-screen mode.

The execulion condition of a mem
ory-resident thread is indicated by its
··dispatching slate". which may be
either ··dispalched·· (being executed
by the CPU). "dispatchable" (waiting
10 be execuled). or ··nondispatchablc"
(Dror 1988). A thread may be placed

Corporation 1991). was used as the setting. MANAGER.
PAVLOV. and WEATHER were written in Microsoft BA
SIC 7.0 (Microsoft Corporation 1989). Both GGDM2 and
SUCROS87 were obtained as programs written in FOR
TRAN. The seclions of interest were cut oul. reslruclured as
subroutines. and compiled with Microsoft FORTRAI 5.1
(Microsoft Corporation 1991). Using mixed-language pro
gramming fealures. they were then linked to main programs
written in BASIC 7.0 which fanned the entry ports into
GHOUSE and CROP. The cognitive controller was written
with GURU 3.0 (Micro Data Base Systems 1991). This is an
integrated product in which an expert system shell. a rcla·
tioll<ll data base, a procedurallanguagc, a text processor. and
a spreadsheet are combined so that they can share data.
GURU can also execute external modules. The subjective
level neural model used by the cognitive controller \Vas
constructed with NeuralWorks Professional IIjPlus (Neural
\-Vare 1991). Once the neuralnelwork was trained. il was saved
as a C source file which was lhen compiled and linked with

Microsoft C 6.0 (Microsoft Corporation
1990) as a function callable from
GURU 3.0.
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system. It has a neural model (i.e .. a model consisting of a
tn-tined artificial neural network) of the entir~ production
setting. including the intrinsic control structure. In the sub
jective simulations it uses the neural model to generate
scenarios in response to weather forecasts and various pro
posed control strategies. It also has a rule-based expert
system to analyze the resultant scenarios and to select the
most appropriate strategy. This is then implcmcllIed by ad
justing the temperature set point plan for the Pavlovian
controller. An iteration of the cognitive control cyclc (Fig. 2)
consists of the activation and execution of COGNITI. any
consequent subjective simulations and dccision-making. as
well as any consultation and adjustment of the Pavlovian
setpoint plan. The interaction between Pavlovian and cogni
tive COlli rollers and the use of artificial neural networks in
cognitive control have been discussed in detail by Lacroix
and Kok (1991). Kok and Lacroix (1993). and Lacroix (199-\).

A variety of tools was used in the creation of the simula
tion software. The operating system 0512. version 1.3 (IBM
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in a nondispatchable state until the occurrence of an event,
such as the clearance of a semaphore. By manipulating the
dispatching state of the various threads, MANAGER main
tains control over the order and duration of the execution of
the threads comprising the four other simulation modules. This
enables it to coordinate the functional simulation cycle (Fig. 2).
Thus, rather than using an allocation scheme for the CPU
resource based on fixed increments of physical time, as would
normally be done by the OS/2 operating system, the modules are
executed sequentially and each is allowed to complete all of the
calculations necessary for one functional iteration.

Activation control of COGNITI, and thus of the cognitive
control cycle, was arbitrarily given to PAVLOV. Whenever
activated, COGNITI either consults a previously formulated
setpoint plan or performs subjective simulations, makes strat
egy judgment decisions, and creates a new plan.

Simulation module synchronization using semaphores
The general procedure used during the functional simulation
cycle to control the execution of threads is illustrated in Fig.
3. Although the method can be used to control the execution
of many threads, this example involves only two: PARENT
and CHILD. Figure 3 shows a representation of the code for a
program which includes a "simulation loop" indicated by the
gray limits. Some of the loop code is contained in the thread
named PARENT. The rest of the loop code is contained in the
thread CHILD and constitutes an "activity loop" which is exe-

PARENT
• INITIALISATION

cuted during each iteration of the simulation loop.
Control of the execution of the PARENT and CHILD

threads is maintained by manipulating two semaphores,
SEMxx 12 and SEMxx21, with calls to OS/2 Application
Program Interface services (APIs). In this example, we as
sume that PARENT's current dispatch state is
"dispatchable", so that its execution may be initiated by
OS/2. Simultaneously, CHILD is "nondispatchable"; the
semaphore SEMxx 12 is set and CHILD must wait for it to
become cleared before it can become dispatchable. It is
waiting at the instruction:

X =DosSemWait(..SEMxxI2..)

After executing the simulation loop for a certain time,
PARENT returns to the point where it must activate CHILD.
PARENT sets the semaphore SEMxx21, clears SEMxx12,
and begins its wait for SEMxx21 to be cleared again. Parent
does this with the following series of calls:

X =DosSemSet(..SEMxx21..)
X =DosSemClear(..SEMxxI2..)
X = DosSemWait(..SEMxx21..)

Thus, PARENT is now in a nondispatchable state and
CHILD has become dispatchable. When it is eventually dis
patched, CHILD completes an activity loop, sets SEMxx12,
and clears SEMxx21. As a result, PARENT again becomes
dispatchable. As the simulation progresses, one thread be-

CIDLD
* INITIALISATION

'~* BEGINNING OF ACI'IVI'IY LOOP
* BEGINNING OF SIMULATION LOOP

• Execution of ClnLD

x =DosSemSet(•.SEMxx21..)
x = DosSemClear(•.SEMxx12..)
x = DosSemWait(•.SEMxx21..)

• END OF SIMULATION LOOP

* END OF SIMULATION

, .'

x = DosSemSet(..SEMxx12..)
x = DosSemClear(••SEMxx21..)
x = DosSemWait(..SEMxx12•.)

* END OF ACTIVITY LOOP
:::

Fig. 3. Adopted approach for the control of the execution of threads.
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comes dispatchable as the other becomes nondispatchable
and they are thus dispatched alternately by OS/2.

The adopted procedure is safe and robust, even if, for the
very short period between the times that the DosSem
Clear(...) and DosSemWait( ... ) calls are executed, both
threads are in a dispatchable state. For example, (Fig. 3),
CHILD might be dispatched between the DosSem
Clear(..SEMxxI2.. ) and DosSemWait(..SEMxx21..) calls by
PARENT. In this case, one of two scenarios may occur.
CHILD might be executed in its entirety, finally clearing
SEMxx21. Then, when the execution of PARENT resumes,
the DosSemWait(..SEMxx21..) command in that thread will
have no effect. Alternately, CHILD might be only partially
executed before PARENT is dispatched. If this happens,
DosSemWait(..SEMxx21..) would now have the desired ef
fect, suspending PARENT until the further execution of
CHILD is completed. A similar situation may occur during
the transfer of control from CHILD to PARENT, but again,
no problem would arise.

A programmer might be tempted to reduce the number of
API calls employed by using DosSemSetWait( ...) to simulta
neously set a semaphore and begin the wait for it to be
cleared, as illustrated in Fig. 4. However, between the
DosSemClear(...) and DosSemSetWait(... ) calls by PAR
ENT, again, both threads will simultaneously be
dispatchable. OS/2 could dispatch CHILD at this point, and
no problem will arise as long as PARENT is again dispatched

PARENT
lie INITIALISATION

lie BEGINNING OF SIMULATION LOOP ~
<:;...

and sets semaphore SEMxx21 before CHILD clears it. If,
however, PARENT is dispatched only after CHILD has
cleared SEMxx21 then, when the command DosSem
SetWait(..SEMxx21..) is issued by PARENT, a deadlock will
occur and the simulation will freeze: PARENT will wait for
CHILD to clear SEMxx21, and CHILD will wait for PAR
ENT to clear SEMxx 12. Therefore, for the chosen approach
to work safely, both threads must use the complete command
sequence: DosSemSet( ..SEMxx21 .. ), DosSemClear
(..SEMxx 12..), DosSemWaite ..SEMxx21 ..).

The semaphore dependent procedure is used to synchro
nize the activities between MANAGER and all the threads
under its control. Two semaphores are defined for each of the
four modules controlled by MANAGER. Figure 5 illustrates
the specifics of the adopted arrangement, using WEATHER
as an example. The corresponding sections of code in
GHOUSE, CROP, and PAVLOV are similar.

For the cognitive control cycle, PAVLOV keeps control
with a slightly different procedure from that used in the
functional simulation cycle. This is necessary because, as
previously mentioned, GURU's programming language can
not be used to call APIs directly. GURU can, however, call
an external program and this ability is used to manipulate the
semaphores. As shown in Fig. 6, an executable file written in
BASIC (COGNCTRL.EXE) and a fifth set of semaphores is
employed. Whenever COGNITI finishes its activities,
GURU calls COGNCTRL.EXE and then remains dormant

CHILD
lie INITIALISATION

:.~<.:.... .••••••••_-.,.......0.. "0" ""0 ... ••• .0.. • ....,.v.JOA.~"" ....

"
: lie BEGINNING OF ACTIVI1Y LOOP

~ .

I
:::: -

t Execution of CHILD :.::.' ~

1 (
(~.sJ ..£ ;~... X = DosSSemClear(•.SEMxx21 ..)

x = DosSemC ear ..SEMxx12..) - __- ....iiil.:- .....I~~!!•.~~ x = Dos emSetWait(•.SEMxx12..)
x = DosSemSetWait(.•SEMxx21..) I-I L lie END OF ACTIVITY LOOP

ii m_!!In%f!jH~llmt.;W.: ..I
."

: ~

lie END OF SIMULATION LOOP

lie END OF SIMULATION

Fig. 4. The use of DosSemSetWait for the control of the execution of threads.
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until that program's execution has finished. In turn,
COGNCTRL.EXE sets semaphores and also becomes dor
mant, in effect making all of COGNITI dormant, and passing
control to PAVLOV. Then, whenever PAVLOV initiates an
iteration of the cognitive control cycle, it clears the sema
phores, causing COGNCTRL.EXE to terminate and allowing
COGNITI to proceed with its activities.

Interprocess communication

During the execution of the functional simulation cycle, the
modules need to pass information to each other. This is
accomplished (in the majority of cases) by using APIs to
manipulate Shared Memory Segments (SMSs). The routes
for interprocess communication are shown in Fig. 2. Five
SMSs are used, one per module, with the exception of COG
NITI. Because GURU, in which COGNITI is written, cannot
directly access SMSs, communication between PAVLOV
and COGNITI takes place via ASCII files on a virtual disk.

Each SMS is defined by MANAGER during the simula
tion initialization through a call to DosAllocShrSeg(...), at
which time the size of the memory segment is specified (Fig.
5). The number of bytes allocated depends on the number of
values which need to be transmitted between modules. All of
the threads within the session can then access any of the
SMSs. For a thread to first gain access to a SMS, it uses the
API DosGetShrSeg(...) and obtains from OS/2 a segment
selector that can then be used to address the SMS in sub
sequent operations. After that, the thread can write or read a
series of bytes starting at the memory address corresponding
to the segment selector.

In the functional simulation, values of both numerical and
string variables are transferred from one module to another
via SMSs. A simple approach is used in which numerical
values are first transformed into strings, which are then writ
ten sequentially into the memory segment. The reverse
procedure is used to read data from a SMS. Each string
written in a SMS is preceded by a byte indicating the string
length, so that when a thread needs to read a certain string in
a SMS, it can determine how many bytes to read.

The management of the shared memory segments is facili
tated by the fact that the sequence in which the simulation
modules are executed is controlled by MANAGER. In this
case, one module completes its activities and then transfers
all the necessary information to the other modules, using
shared memory. Thus, there is no need to tell the other
modules that the sequence of information at a certain address
is being changed and should not be read at that particular
moment, as would be the case if the threads constituting the
modules were all kept simultaneously dispatchable.

Sequence of events
At the beginning of the functional simulation, an initializa
tion phase occurs, the first step of which is the reading of the
simulation parameters by MANAGER, (e.g., beginning and
end times of the simulation, report frequency). Next, the
SMSs and semaphores are defined using the APls DosAlloc
ShrSeg( ... ) and DosCreateSem(. .. ). The four threads
constituting WEATHER, CROP, GHOUSE, and PAVLOV
are then created by MANAGER and each passes through an
initialization phase.
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The sequence of API calls used for the creation of new
threads is shown for WEATHER in Fig. 5. MANAGER first
sets the semaphore SEMMW21 via DosSemSet(...). Using a
call to DosExecPgm(...), the new thread is then created and
made concurrently dispatchable with MANAGER. Next,
MANAGER executes the statement DosSem
Wait(..SEMM21..), which is the instruction to wait for the
semaphore SEMMW21 to be cleared before continuing. Con
currently, WEATHER executes its initialization phase,
during which it reads its initialization parameters and gains
access both to its required SMSs, via DosGetShrSeg(...), and
to the required system semaphores, via DosOpenSem(...). It
then sets the semaphore SEMMW12, clears SEMMW21, and
begins its wait for the semaphore SEMMW12 to be cleared.
Because the semaphore SEMMW21 has been cleared, MAN
AGER becomes dispatchable again. The same procedure is
then used sequentially for GHOUSE, CROP, and PAVLOV.

During its initialization phase, PAVLOV creates COG
NITI, as well as the set of semaphores used for its control
(Fig. 6). When COGNITI is activated for the first time,
PAVLOV sets the semaphore SEMPC21, loads and executes
GURU, and waits for SEMPC21 to be cleared. On start-up,
GURU accesses a procedural file containing commands spe
cific to the current simulation. To observe the behaviour of a
greenhouse when subjected to various control approaches,
one of several unique start-up files is used for each simula
tion run. GURU then goes on to execute COGNITI's main
program (Le., the program written in the GURU command
language that constitutes the main body of the cognitive
controller), which performs an initialization sequence. The
COGNITI main program then calls the external program
COGNCTRL.EXE, which passes control back to PAVLOV
through manipulation of the semaphores. This leaves GURU
in memory, but suspended.

After all the modules have been created, iteration of the
functional simulation cycle begins (Fig. 2). MANAGER first
writes startup values into its SMS and then begins to activate
the other four modules sequentially. Each carries out its
activities and writes the results into its own SMS.
WEATHER is activated first, using the data in MANAGER's
SMS as input values. GHOUSE is activated next and reads
the values in the SMSs of MANAGER, WEATHER, CROP,
and PAVLOV for use in establishing the greenhouse mois
ture and energy balances. The last two modules to be
activated are CROP and PAVLOV, respectively. PAVLOV
reads values from the SMSs of MANAGER, WEATHER,
and GHOUSE as inputs and every so often initiates an itera
tion of the cognitive control cycle by activating COGNITI.
When COGNITI has completed its activities, control is again
passed back to PAVLOV, thus completing the execution of
that iteration of the cognitive control cycle. Next, control is
given back to MANAGER to complete that iteration of the
functional simulation cycle.

DISCUSSION

The ability of a multitasking operating system (OS/2) to
handle many memory-resident programs at once makes pos
sible the use of a modular, multilevel simulation structure.
Modularity facilitates modification of the components, al
lowing experimentation with different simulation structures,
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x = DosSemSet(..SEMMW12..)
........- x = DosSemClear(..SEMMW21..)
...-tt:-~ x = DosSemWait(..SEMMW12..)

1m~j~m~~• .jfft~J$~::~t~;:~»~:<:~:s~~:::::::-*y.~~,,:

1* BEGINNING OF ACTIVITY LOOP , ,

I -
~ =I -I x = DosSe~et(••SEMMW12.•)-r x = DosSemCle~(..SEMMW21..)

I~:~

.WEATHER
.--:-~ * INITIALISATION

• GETIING ACCESS TO SHARED
MEMORY SPACES

x = DosGetShrSeg(..WEATHER..)

• GETI1NG ACCESS TO SEMAPHORES
x = DosOpenSem(•.SEMMW12..)
x = DosopenSem(•.SEMMW21..)

• EXECUTION OF CHILD PROCESSES
INITIALISATION PHASE

x = DosExecPgm(..WEATHER..)--'"
x = DosSemWait(•.SEMMW21..) ...._.----....

• SET SEMAPHORES TO CONTROL
CHILD EXECUTION

x = DosSemSet(..SEMMW21 ..)

* DEFINE SEMAPHORES
x = DosCreateSem(..SEMMW12.•)
x = DosCreateSem(..SEMMW21..)

MANAGBR
* INITIALISATION

• CREATION OF SHARED MEMORY
SPACES

x = DosAllocShrSeg(..WEATHER..)

• BEGINNING OF 'SIMULATIO~"~~~~
,;;:'
"~

GROUSB

Same arrangement as in WEATHER

• Execution of WEATHER I
x = DosSemSet(..SEMMW21..) I
x = DosSemCl~(..SEMMW12..) -_~®.:,:l~t--..
X = DosSemWalt(..SEMMW21..) - il.

• Execution o~other child processes I
I~if!

* END OF SIMULATION LOOP I
, "~11~mmi~g~~~%1~nml.&.~~~t

CROP
Same arrangement as in WEATHER

PAVLOV
Same arrangement as in WEATHER

Dispatches COONITI when required

* STOP ALL PROCESSES
x = DosKillProcess(..WEATHER..)

* END OF SIMULATION

Fig. S. Start-up and synchronization of modules in the functional simulation.
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PAVLOV
• INITIALISATION

COGNITI....~=~. INITIALISATION

• DEFINE SEMAPHORES
x = DosCreateSem(••SEMPC12•.)
x = DosCreateSem(..SEMPC21..)

• SET SEMAPHORE TO CONTROL
THE EXECUTION OF COONITI

x = DosSemSet(..SEMPC21..)

• EXECUTION OF COGNITI PROCESS
INITIALISATION PHASE

x = DosExecPgm(•.COGNITI••)
x = DosSemWait(.•SEMPC21..) .....:.-......

~~~~W«:~~~~m?1:!:i::s:::;:~:?::

~: ~BEG~~?ACiMTYLOOP~~1
m

~ = Ir I
~:.:.~ 'Execution of COGNITI when 1:1
~ f necessary ~J

I ~ ~ gD~~~S~:w:~~~~(·~·ES·SMPEEMP~C~2il~·)·~ - ~:~::
:§m x = os em 81t.. .. ....._......It-I

l I
I - I
I·~. END OF ACTIVITY LOOP iJ~

·lIu,_~~. '~."~ .WA"A N~ ·':':'·«':-':':':'·WN«N':':'*'o,;.o.y~·'~."'A'A: ................".........~ ss;:m'~.::::t~~.... . ... ',/\ ::::~:

• STOP CHILD PROCESSES
x = DosKillProcess(•.AlI children•.)

Fig. 6. Execution and control of the module COGNITI.

as well as various methods of interprocess communication
and means to control OS/2 processes. Each module can be
written in a different computer language and entire software
packages, such as GURU, can easily be integrated into the
simulation as modules. This approach was especially appro
priate in this project since the simulation was of a physical
system in which the components (e.g. the weather, the green-
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• EXECUTION OF COGNCTRL
SYNCHRONOUSLY

~- RUN "COGNCTRL.EXE"

I~ BEGINNING OF·A~ LOOP
~~ -
I
I~
~ij

~I
w~

« x

~~. EXECUTION OF COGNCTRL I
_SYNCHRONOUSLY i.

- it- RUN "COGNCTRL.EXE" I~
«,:.: ~

~I· END OF ACTIVITY LOOP ~i
~~.~~"4~_mm:ai~4d1

house, etc.) functioned independently of each other.
API services were used to accomplish data exchange be

tween most modules via SMSs. Although this approach
worked well, the procedure adopted to store numerical data
in the SMSs could be made more efficient. When a numerical
value is transformed into a string, as was done in this case, it
requires a larger memory space. As well, the speed of data
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transfer is decreased because of the conversion operations.
However, due to the relatively small amount of data trans
ferred between modules, this simple procedure was
considered to be sufficient for this project. Another improve
ment which could be made would be to make use of
functions, written in C, with which GURU would be able to
pass variable values directly. Through these, COGNITI
would be able to make use of SMSs, instead of having to
write to an ASCII file on virtual disk, as was done in this case.

APIs were also used to manipulate the semaphores used to
synchronize the simulation. Again, COGNITI could not directly
access these APIs. An alternative procedure was therefore
needed to synchronize its execution. The simplest method
would have been to have PAVLOV load and execute GURU
each time COGNITI was needed. However, this would have
required a considerable amount of machine time and hard disk
access. The approach adopted had the advantage of keeping in
memory the values of all the variables created and reducing the
number of operations performed during a simulation. In future
projects, however, the control of COGNITI will be accom
plished directly with MANAGER using C function calls from
within GURU to manipulate semaphores.

The multitasking setting will make it relatively straightfor
ward to write a more sophisticated control system in which
the role of COGNITI will be greatly expanded beyond the
derivation of setpoint plans for the Pavlovian controller. For
example, other mechanisms can be added to the cognitive
controller to act in parallel as independent threads, thus real
izing multiple streams of cognitive activities. These activities
could be made ongoing over many functional simulation
cycles instead of being terminated every time the cognitive
controller is suspended. Due to the modularity of the simula
tion structure, only minor modifications will be required to

implement such a control system. Since the cognitive activi
ties would not be run to completion at each iteration of the
cognitive control cycle, a mechanism would be needed to
"suspend" the execution. A mechanism would also be neces
sary to decide the amount of machine time allocated to each
iteration. That would then depend on factors such as the
desired cognitive computing ability, as well as the physical
capacity of the machine on which the simulation was in
stalled. Some of the timing, event-trapping, and priority
control functions available via OS/2 APIs might be used to
control the execution of the cognitive control cycle.

CONCLUSION

A multitasking operating system (OS/2) was used to imple
ment a multi-level, multicomponent simulation structure in
an innovative way. The operating system's Application Pro
gram Interface services allowed the development of an
approach whereby a simulation is composed of a series of
threads executed in parallel, whose dispatch is kept synchro
nized through the use of semaphores. The operating system's
resources also allow the transfer of data between processes to
be based on the use of shared memory segments. Principles
similar to those developed through this research could be
used with other multitasking operating systems, for example
with UNIX. Also, while a greenhouse system was used in this
project, the same approach might be used to develop simula
tors for other types of systems. Future research will be carried

out to develop simulators for more diversified ecosystems.
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